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Abstract—We report the first metamaterial tapered hyperlens for operation in the mid-infrared (3 µm) made of 470 tin wires embedded in soda-lime glass. The taper presents a magnification of 2x and is 62.5 µm in length. The structure on the smallest side has an average wire diameter and spacing of 300 and 600 nm, respectively. Preliminary modeling of the hyperlens indicates that the overall loss for the high spatial frequency modes in such a device is smaller than 36 dB, making sub-diffraction imaging feasible.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In hyperbolic media such as wire arrays [1], the hyperbolic dispersion allows the propagation of high spatial frequencies, that would be evanescent in isotropic media. A tapered hyperlens magnifies such frequencies, allowing sub-diffraction imaging in the far field [2]. Recently, our group has demonstrated a wire array metamaterial fiber for the THz region, made of indium wires embedded in PMMA/Zeonex [3]. However, due to the rheological properties of these materials, the Plateau-Rayleigh instability [4] limits the wire diameter to a few microns [5], which makes impractical the fabrication of a sub-wavelength structure for the mid-infrared using this system. Such sub-wavelength structure fabrication is possible by replacing the polymer with soft-glasses, which decreases the surface tension between the molten metal and the dielectric during the drawing, shifting down the Plateau-Rayleigh instability limit. In the present work, we demonstrate the fabrication of the first wire array metamaterial hyperlens for operation at a wavelength $\lambda = 3 \mu$m, using soda-lime glass as the dielectric host and achieving a wire array structure with an average wire diameter ($d_{avg}$) and spacing ($\Lambda$) around a few hundreds of nm. In addition, we also present preliminary modeling of the high spatial frequencies mode losses in such a structure.

II. RESULTS

The wire array metamaterial preform based on tin and soda-lime glass was fabricated by the fiber drawing technique, then tapered to a hyperlens with a commercial pipette puller (P-97, Sutter Instrument). Figure 1(a) shows the drawn preform with outside diameter of 300 µm, $d_{avg} = 3 \mu$m and $\Lambda = 6 \mu$m. Figure 1(b) shows a side-on optical micrograph of the resultant taper, where the horizontal lines define the hyperlens, with outside diameters around 30 µm ($d_{avg} = 300$ nm, $\Lambda = 600$ nm) and 60 µm ($d_{avg} = 600$ nm, $\Lambda = 1200$ nm), respectively. In order to obtain an initial estimate of the loss of the high spatial frequency modes in such a tapered hyperlens, we numerically modeled the quasi-TEM mode in the indefinite tin/soda-lime wire array structure with COMSOL [6], for different structures with a fixed $d/\Lambda$, emulating the taper in different cross section regions along length. Figure 1(c) shows the loss in dB/µm for the quasi-TEM mode with three different spatial frequencies as a function of $d$, with $d/\Lambda = 0.5$, at $\lambda = 3 \mu$m, where $k_{\perp max}$ corresponds to the transverse wave vector component matching the edge of the first Brillouin zone, which gives the maximum resolution.

![Fig. 1](image_url)
Using the losses presented in Fig. 1(c) and discretizing our hyperlens (Fig. 1(b)) in several slices of 5 µm along length, we estimate that the quasi-TEM mode with $k_{\perp \text{max}}$ will present a loss smaller than 36 dB, making sub-diffraction imaging feasible in such a device.

In the near future, we intend to image in the far field a diffraction limited double aperture fabricated on the smallest side of the hyperlens using sputtering gold deposition and FIB milling.

III. CONCLUSION

We have fabricated the first wire array metamaterial tapered hyperlens for operation at $\lambda = 3 \mu m$, with a magnification factor of 2. The analyses of the numerical losses obtained by our simulations and the hyperlens profile indicate that the presented device will have an overall loss smaller than 36 dB for the mode with $k_{\text{max}}$, making sub-diffraction imaging feasible. A full study regarding the taper fabrication parameters and their influence on the hyperlens profile and on the wire array structure quality is under development. This fabrication optimization can lead to an improvement of the magnification factor and of the overall loss of the final device. The initial probe shows a relatively uniform wire array structure along the taper when the hyperlens is fabricated under high tension. Preliminary results will be presented at the conference, including cross section SEM pictures of both sides of the hyperlens, the fabrication of the diffraction limited double aperture and the initial results of its imaging through the device.
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